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"For I know the plans I have for you, 
declares The Lord, plans to prosper 
you and not to harm you, plans to 

give you hope and a future." 

Jeremiah 29:11



"Without a biblical worldview, all the 
great teaching goes in one ear and 

out the other. There are no 
intellectual pegs... in the mind of the 
individual to hang these truths on. So 

they just pass through. They don't 
stick.  They don't make a difference"

George Barna



Putting feeling on a 
worldview

What touch and connection 
bring us? (Colson: 323)



What make a Christian 
worldview unique?

It's not the audacity of hope



Take One



The biblical dynamic of 
hope

Hope, forgiveness, and reconciliation 
goes to the very heart of the good life

They enable us to live at peace with others

They heal relationships

They enable us to be restored.



Hope connected to our 
faith

Hope is nothing more than the 
expectation of those things which faith 
previously believes to have been truly 

promised by God. 


  Romans 8:24.                    John Calvin



Take Two
Liberty



The Framers believed 
that a free people 

(liberty)provided the best 
environment for religious 

expression to flourish
Man created in image of God, with inherent 

dignityPsalm 139
Psalm 8
Gen. 1

Micah 6:8



Take Three

Happiness



And happiness

A life well lived, a life of virtue, and 
a life rooted in the truth

Again, consistent with Framers' 
understanding of "their pursuit of 
happiness and liberty" as inalienable 
rights!

But Not Hedonism



And happiness

In our modern age taken up by 
opposing combatants: C.S. Lewis and 

Sigmon Freud

Or as your book described: Jack Eckerd 
and Hugh Hefner 



And happiness

Or... In the biblical 
framework of Solomon/ 
Samson and Jonathan.

Judges 14

I Samuel 18; 20
I Kings 10-11



And happiness

So its not surprising that the cultural elites 
and modern pleasure seekers have only one 
answer for understanding the friendship 
between David and Jonathan as homosexual 
because it cannot conceive of virtue rooted 
in the singular love of God



And your happiness...

Driven by a worldview of 
Hugh Hefner or

Jack Eckerd

THE END


